blogging in iran wikipedia - following a crackdown on iranian media beginning in 2000 many iranians turned to blogging to provide and find political news the first persian language blog is thought to have been created by hossein derakhshan in canada in 2001 derakhshan also provided readers with a simple instruction manual in persian on how to start a blog in 2004 a census of blogs around the world by the nitle, iran news the jerusalem post - news and updates about the current situation in iran ongoing relations between israel and iran syria internal and political situation in iran, the forgotten story of iran air flight 655 the - iranian children throw flowers into the sea as part of a 24th anniversary commemoration of the downing of iran air flight 655 atta kenare afp getty images, iran saudi tensions are sensationalised war is out of the - george clooney to narrate film on life of shimon peres in recent weeks we have seen tensions between saudi arabia and iran skyrocket to unprecedented levels both countries have been hurling accusations at one another from the saudis interfering in lebanon s internal affairs to iran s, iraq syria iran are we to destroy iran next the - iraq syria iran are we to destroy iran next neconservatives won t stop until their plans to remake the middle east are realized, people of iran photos of iranian people nomad revelations - so from 2001 until 2005 my primary purpose of traveling was to capture images of people i made hundreds of photos of people using my canon eos 1 film camera on this page i collect some of the best photos i have from iran, visit iran 80 amazing places to travel iran - iran is an amazing country do you have any doubts about it i know that the general opinion in the west is that iran is, iran tours iran tour operator travel to iran irandoostan - iran tours iran tour operator travel to iran irandoostan tours to iran iran cultural tours iran adventure tours iran hotel iran safari tours iran mice tours iran visa, abadan city in iran iranian and - abadan net abadan contains biggest jokes from iran for all iranians, my top 10 food surprises in iran i live in a frying pan - as promised in my last food on my top 10 food surprises in iran i d dedicate a separate post to oven baked goodies iran runs on, iran s supreme leader tweets about charlottesville the - it s that time again iran s supreme leader ayatollah ali khamenei has once more used twitter to weigh in on domestic u s politics this time to remark on the tragic events in charlottesville over the weekend, rick steves iran travel journal by rick steves - in the spring of 2008 my tv crew and i traveled to iran to film rick steves iran yesterday and today a one hour travel special which appeared on public television stations across the us in 2009 we produced the tv show to understand and humanize iran as we put the show together i kept this, yes you are the center of the universe in one sense - we re not at the center of the universe because the universe has no center but we are cosmosically central in other much more important ways, on the very day the bomb cyclone exploded we imageo - one verdict on global warming in 2017 is in it was the warmest year with no temperature boost from el ni o and second warmest overall